DMF2020 / OMV
Registration With The Promoter - Fliegerklub Brandenburg
e.V.
1. Welcome!
Dear Attendants To The German Nationals Women 2020 (DMF2020)!
We all here in Brandenburg are looking forward to meeting you on our airfield Brandenburg-Mühlenfeld!
We saw more registrations on the CoPilot-System of the „Deutsche Aeroclub (DAeC)“ than slots
available. So, those happy having received the appropriate invitation must now continue completing their data required for the competition. Inside the competition portal we use a management service called „vereinsflieger.de".
So, start from here by acquiring access to the portal:

Goals.
Our major goal was simplifying
the registering processes for attendants and making the competition itself most efficient for
flight-crews and management. To
achieve this we integrated a dedicated flight-club managment-service named „vereinsflieger.de“
into the DMF2020 web portal.
We hope that additional Services
will accomplish the integration
e.g. besides „VEREINSFLiEGER“,
the task-planning / -analysing package „SEEYOU“, the accounting
solution „CLUBFRIDGE“, the
security features of a trackingsystem and „TWITTER“ and
„SMS“ for communication purposes..
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2. Getting Access to the Managment-Portal „Vereinsflieger“
1. To gain access to vereinsflieger.de you basically need an e-mail-address and a password. If
you already own an account at vereinsflieger.de, please make use of your common login procedure and continue completing your data.
2. If you do not own an account at vereinsflieger.de please make use of the following
link: https://www.vereinsflieger.de/PasswortAnfordern. First, please fill into the upper field exactly that mail-address you already used for CoPilot (DAeC). Important: Registration will only
work with this specific mail-address! Second, click on "Passwort anfordern“. You will then be
guided through the brief process. Be aware that the password must 1. contain eight digits, 2.
contain min. one lower- and also one upper-case letter and at least also one figure!
3. If you encounter any diﬃculties please let us know; we, our team is looking forward to support
you - omv_team@edbe.info.

3. Completing Your Data by Means of Vereinsflieger
As already mentioned „Vereinsflieger.de“ plays a major role in organising and managing the
competition. The following pages show where precisely we need which data to be contributed
by you:
Those data-fields being mandatory have been marked red or, if not required, have been scratched out.
Instead of running into diﬃculties or questions please contact omv_team@edbe.info.
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3.1 Completing the Personal Data of Your Profile
Via the side-menue tab „Mein Profil“, and the tabs „Bearbeiten“ and „Allgemein“ you will be led
to the input-mask below (See screenshot). You will see already pre-filled data in many fields.

Note: Do not give up due to the
complex data collection process - the
time consuming local registering will
be dramatically cut down! On top invoices can be provided on departure!

Simply overwrite these dummies by your private data. Fields without dummy-content leave empty. Finally, do not forget to hit the „Speichern“-Button!
„Emergency Contact“ In any case you must fill in a telephone number we can reach in case of
an emergency .
It is up to you to fill-in the secondary emergency contact.
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3.2 Completion of Technical Data
Here you must complete the required technical data. Please follow the data-descriptions provided in the mask (screenshot) below.
Please follow the following tabs - starting again at the side-menue with „Mein Profil“. Next go to
„Bearbeiten“ and then select the tab „Funktionen/Sparten“. Please not be irritated by the structure of this mask caused by some technical reasons.

Remark: Do not miss FLARM
and / or logger logger filenames!
Without those you will not fly
due to safety reasons!

Further remarks to important fields:
1. Leergewicht (empty weight): Please fill in and show a valid weight&balance-sheet at
technical check-in. You may also upload the document to your profile-data.
2. Logger: It is mandatory to fill in a true file-name - format compliant to the following
example: „logger_filename.igc). If you want to use a secondary logger this device
must be declared too before competition starts!
3. Helfer: This field please fill in name and telephone number (mobile) of your ground
crew lead.
4. PoloShirt / Bluse: Here, please note number and size of shirts and/or size of blouse
for pilots.
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5. Anreise: This information is mandatory- please fill in the date of your arrival.Remember that an arrival prior to 30.6.2020 is not possible.
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3.3 Completion of Commercial Data
This page feeds commercial data required to finally enable a precise invoice and payment. It
starts with the tab „Mein Profil“, then tab „Bearbeiten“ followed by the tab „Bankdaten“.

Important: Only after
completion of both
fields with the correct
numbers a green marker will appear and
qualify your input!

Here only three fields are required:
1. Kontoinhaber: Please complete with the name of the holder of the bank-account;
2. iBAN: Please complete this field with the appropriate IBAN
3. BIC (SWIFT) :This field is mandatory. As „Vereinsflieger“ does not automatically calculate the
BIC, please take the BIC from e.g. your cash-card. After completion of both fields with correct
numbers a green marker will appear and qualify your input.
4. To check the combination of IBAN and BIC in case of trouble or doubts you may find specific
pages in the internet.
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3.4 Data Upload
In „vereinsflieger.de" the user can upload safety-relevant documents. This action may take some
time in advance (goto Website, scan documents, upload file, check) - but supports the org team
by enabling the check of documents to be presented either prior to the competition. In consequence the in-processing process at the airfield will be relaxed and congestion-free.
Pilots already using Vereinsflieger please check your profile here regarding already uploaded documents. In case of not finding your club-related uploads specifically here, please upload here
again.
Pilots with a fresh account by us please follow the guideline below. Support will be available by
the omv-team.
Piloten who did not upload all documents must show the missing ones to the competition management during in-processing at the airfield.

The path to the uploading
feature of vereinsflieger.de
is somehow hidden. This
made us writing a brief guidance to a successful
upload of documents.
1.Select tab „Mein Profil“
2.Next select tab „Bearbeiten“
3. In the menue-bar you will
find the tab „Dokumente“ -

please select

4. Now click on tab „+Neues Dokument“. You will be presented an input mask shown in the
screenshot above.
4.1 Next, click on the tab „+ Auswählen“. You will be presented a window to select the data-file
you intend to upload next. Upload file by clicking the tab „Hochladen“.
4.2 Repeat this sequence until all documents you wish to upload to the server are visible in the
file-browser provided by vereinsflieger.de .
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3.5 Check-List of Documents to Upload Prior to Competition
Supporting you while collecting mandatory documents during upload to vereinsflieger.de or to
show during in-processing at the airfield we drafted the brief check-list below:
Show Or Upload Mandatory

Check

1.

SPL or LAPL (signed !) with BZF

open / done

2.

Medical (signed !)

open / done

3.

Federal Registration glider

open / done

4.

Insurance glider

open / done

5.

ARC glider

open / done

6.

All gliders: Weight & Balance Sheet glider
(max. four years old)

open / done

7.

Club-Class only: Index-Calc.-Weight & Balance Sheet. See download section this competition-portal!

open / done

8.

Valid logger-file-name of your primary logger.
Format: „logger-filename.igc“

open / done

9.

Important: If you want to make use of a spare
logger you must also provide a valid file-name
of that specific logger!

open / done

10.

Presentation Mandatory

8.

Logbook Pilot (valid glider tow rating)

omv_team@edbe.info
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